
A Santa Stabbing by Geri Krotow Book 

1. What do you think of the 1st person narration? 

2. How does the first scene when Angel’s mom shows up and scares her in the shower set the tone 

of the book? 

3. What do you think of the relationship between Angel and her mom? 

4. How do you feel about Angel opening Shop Round the World in her hometown after a career in 

the Navy? 

5. Does Stonebridge remind you of any place and why? 

6. How would you feel if someone let themselves into your business with a key you didn’t know 

they had? 

7. Frannie let herself into another business, Tasty Tea because she was the building owner, do you 

think that is legitimate? 

8. Do you think it would be difficult for all 3 siblings to own different small businesses in the same 

small town? Why or why not? 

9. Who is your favorite character and why? 

10. Who is your least favorite character and why? 

11. Which character do you relate to the most and why? 

12. How do you feel about Frannie being murdered with pieces of Angel’s broken merchandise? 

13. Do you think it would be awkward if your childhood best friend was interviewing you about a 

murder? 

14. Why do you think Ken unburdened himself to Angel? 

15. If you were Angel would you try to investigate? Why or why not? 

16. Did you figure out who the killer was before the reveal? 

17. Which store in the book is your personal favorite and why? 

18. What do you think of the eel weir? 

19. Is it better that Frannie was killed before the shop opened and why? 

20. How did you feel about Jenna and Angel’s confrontation? 

21. What do you think of Angel and Nate’s first date? 

22. Do you like that last chapter being about the store’s grand opening? 

23. Did you like the book? 

24. Do you want to read more in the series? 

 


